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CHAPTER F
OUTLOOK
The outlook for China’s outbound tourism for 2018, which will see in February
the start of the Year of the Yang Earth Dog, remains basically positive.
Dog years are supposed to be full of changes and new developments, which for
many might not sound to promising, with all the changes the world is witnessing in the current Rooster Yin Fire Year, bringing uncertainty and anxiety into
many private and professional lives.
The COTRI forecast for 2018 is, however, not based on astrology but on an intensive study of the market in all its aspects, supported by our insights from
working with companies and governments all over the world.
As always barring Black Swan events, COTRI forecast a total number of Chinese
mainland border crossings of 154 million border crossings, 6.3% above the level
of 145 million border crossings forecasted by COTRI for 2017 at the beginning of
the year and based on the available data very likely to be close to the real number reached in the current year.
Out of these total number of border crossings, 68 million will end in Greater
China, representing an increase of 2%, and 86 million will go further, representing an increase of 10%. That will also mean that in 2018 56% of all outbound
trips will go beyond Greater China, moving even further beyond the times when
most trips from Mainland China did not leave the realm of Chinese-speaking
destinations.
This forecast is based on three main insights from the analysis of China’s outbound tourism development in 2016 and the bigger part of 2017:
The Chinese government will continue to support the travelling of Chinese citizens abroad for leisure, business and other purposes. Even
though Mainland Chinese spend serious amounts of hard currency outside the country for often frivolous and unnecessary activities, from
helicopter rides to shopping, outbound tourism will not be criticised as
“hedonistic” behaviour. Internally, outbound tourism can be used as a way to
help the upper 10% of the society to enjoy a level of freedom and “happy
spending” and even an vehicle of bringing money out of the country just in
case. Externally, outbound travellers are playing their role as ambassadors of a
friendly and supportive China, well in line with China taking “centre stage” and
allying itself to many parts of the world within the One Belt, One Road and the
Silk Road of the Seas foreign policy initiatives. The government is however not
shying away from using this Soft Power tool in both directions, creating favourable conditions for friends like the Philippines, Turkey or Tunisia, but also as a
tool for punishment for governments like those of South Korea and Taiwan, if
Beijing is unhappy with their policies.
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Chinese citizens are not stopping to travel internationally, even in
the face of an increase of terroristic attacks, incidents of serious
theft or being singled out by local populations as a scapegoat for
Overtourism in major destinations like Barcelona, Venice and Sydney. If one destination is the victim of bad headlines in the news, they easily
change their travel plans and visit some other place on their long bucket list
of places they have yet to see. However, their memory is as short or even
shorter as those of other international tourists, so they will start on their deferred visit simply a year or two later than originally planned. Hong Kong and
Macau SARs, however, are the victims of the increasing maturity and sophistication of Chinese travellers, who feel it to be less and less attractive – or
necessary – to move across the border but to stay within a destination under
the ultimate control of the Mainland Chinese government.
The trends towards segmentation, customisation, and individualisation of the Chinese outbound travel market are irreversible. Different
forms or semi-individual, modular or fully self-guided travel, looking
for fragmented products will continue in 2018 and beyond to play a
more and more important role, especially among the more affluent part of
the total market. Segmentation will also continue to mean that demographics are developing towards a more even distribution of traveller
numbers over the different age cohorts and that travellers are visiting more
and more different destinations, engaging in a growing diversity of activities.
Following the same matrix, spending will still increase, but value for money
will continue to be seen as more important than conspicuous consumption.

2017 started with the speech by President Xi Jinping at the Davos Economic
Forum in Switzerland in January 2017 which included his forecast of 700 million outbound trips within the coming five years and brings us a prospect of a
China taking centre stage at the end of the year. If the sky is not crashing
down on us, even without any increase five times the number of 145 million
border crossings from 2017 through 2021 would result in a higher number
than 700 million trips. However, using 6.3% as CAGR for the five-year period
would add up to a total of 820 million outbound trips and would mean that
we would reach the 200 million outbound trips mark for one year in 2022,
just in time for the 20th congress of the Chinese Communist Party, which is
scheduled to take place in that year.
Therefore our outlook ends as always:
China’s outbound tourism: You ain’t seen nothin’ yet.
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About COTRI

COTRI China Outbound Tourism Research Institute is the world’s
leading independent research institute for information, training,
quality assessment, research, and consultancy relating to the Chinese outbound tourism market.

COTRI Germany Headquarters:
West India House
Eiffestr. 68

COTRI has been providing consultancy services and conducting
market research in China for international customers since 2004.
To produce meaningful and relevant results, COTRI can draw upon
its well-developed network of experts and tourism industry leaders
inside and outside of China, along with many years of experience in
gaining reliable information in a high context communication society where asking a direct question is often the least promising way
to get a useful answer. COTRI follows the development of the Chinese travel market and helps companies and destinations to have
influence all along the customers journey. COTRI also provides
Quantitative Data for 60 destinations.

20537 Hamburg
Germany
Phone +49 40 558 99 576
Email: info@china-outbound.com

COTRI China Headquarters:
Bldg B-21F, Wangjing Greenland Center
Hongtai East Street,
Chaoyang District

The CTW Training Programme helps tourism service providers to
position themselves at the forefront of the biggest global outbound tourism source market by understanding the different market segments, learning to successfully adapt products and by communicating the special attention given to the market to Chinese
tour operators and self-organised travellers. The training is offered
in both face-to-face and online format.

Beijing 100102
Phone +86 139 1151 0490
Email: li@china-outbound.com

Subscribing to COTRI’s Qualitative Data Service empowers you with all the market insights you need to
track the performance of your marketing efforts in the world’s largest outbound tourism market. COTRI’s Qualitative Data subscription provides a 360-degree view on how a brand/product is perceived in
China and completes the picture by employing expert insights and analysis.
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COTRI Country Partners
COTRI is proud to work with a global network of COTRI Country Partners on all continents. These accredited associates are exclusive partners for their specific country or region. They offer COTRI products and
services and are available in the local time zone, speaking the local language and with in-depth
knowledge of the local tourism industry and the local development of Chinese visits to the region. Furthermore, COTRI Country Partners offer CTW training programmes in the local language and based on
the local situation.

Czech Republic, Slovakia

New Zealand:

Chinese Academy: Jiri Pos

Tai Poutini Polytechnic: Zane Smith

jiri.pos@post.cz

zanes@tpp.ac.nz

USA

England Scotland and Wales:

GeLi Consult: Julia Gessner

Capela China: Gary Grieve

geliconsultant@gmail.com

gary.grieve@capelatraining.com

Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland

The Netherlands

Centre for Competitiveness: Dr. Tony Lenehan

Match with China: Monique Groeneveld

tony.lenehan@cforc.ie

info@matchwithchina.com

Greece, Egypt, Turkey and Cyprus

Morocco and Spain

Tourism Generis: Georgios Drakopoulos

Morocco Golf Services: Farid Bennis

hello@tourism-generis.com

moroccogolfservices@gmail.com

Portugal

Switzerland

Edeluc: Fernando Costa Freire

Haller – Tournet: Barbara Haller Rupf

ffreire@edeluc.pt

barbara.haller@htwchur.ch

European part of Russia, Finland, Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania, Norway, Sweden, Denmark

France

ToolBox: Kari Halonen

cpaul@talentstravel.com

kari.halonen@toolboxtravel.fi
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Talents Travel: Caroline Paul

COTRI QUANTITATIVE DATA
Who is travelling, where and why – COTRI Chinese
Outbound Quantitative Data provides information for
the 60 most important Chinese outbound tourism
destinations every quarter of the year .
COTRI Chinese Outbound Quantitative Data supports
tourism organisations, hotels and hotel chains, inbound tour operators, destination marketing organisations, casinos, transportation and mobility companies,
retail companies and other tourism-related suppliers.
COTRI offers a unique dataset for the 60 most important destinations of Chinese outbound travellers.
For each quarter of the year data are provided including total number of arrivals, age groups, gender
distribution, education level groups, residence in China according to city tier, purpose of visit, organisation of travel and accommodation distribution according to star ratings, all in terms of percentage and in
terms of absolute numbers.
For each quarter and each destination the data are accompanied by a short executive-level summary
text pointing out some of the reasons for specific developments during that time in that destination,
from changes in accessibility to new visa regulations or government interference to celebrity- or filminduced trends.

Data provided

Destinations available

Benefits










The most detailed data available
Updated data provided every three
months
Reliable and consistent methodology
Show trends in a fast-changing market
Unrivalled accuracy and frequency
Competitive pricing for invaluable data
Expert analysis for each destination and
every quarter
Trends and triggers explained
Select only the countries relevant to you

Further information available at:
www.china-outbound.com/quantitative-data/
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COTRI Market Report Subscription
COTRI Market Report is published twice a year in spring and autumn.
Terms and Conditions of the subscription
How to subscribe:
COTRI Market Report, featuring comprehensive and in-depth market insights, can be obtained for:


€390 (including VAT if applicable) for single issue;



€680 (including VAT if applicable) for annual subscription (two issues)

For subscription and further information please contact: sales@china-outbound.com

Terms and Conditions of the subscription
Subscription Offer
Subscription is for one year (two issues) and starts with the current issue after subscription and payment have
been received. If the subscription is not cancelled, it will be renewed automatically. The COTRI Market Report
is issued as electronic publication.
Cancellation Conditions

Subscriptions can be cancelled after the second issue at any time. Following the delivery of the second issue
money already paid for undelivered issues will be refunded. Cancellations can be made by sending an email to
sales@china-outbound.com.
Payment
Payment can be made either by Paypal or by bank transfer. Payment by credit card is possible via PayPal. Payment by cheque is not accepted.
Payment by PayPal can be made at www.china-outbound.com/cotri-market-report, otherwise please request
an invoice by sending an email to sales@china-outbound.com
Restrictions of Usage
The right to usage may not be transferred to any third party who is not an authorised user. Transfer to unauthorised users via the Internet, email, or any other format, electronic or printed, is expressly forbidden. No
commercial usage or re-distribution is permitted.
Access Restrictions
Access to the works is granted solely to the Customer and such right may not be transferred without prior
written consent from the Publisher. Any authorised transferee shall be bound by these Terms and Conditions
and limited warranty. In no event may the works be transferred, assigned, rented, leased, sold, or otherwise
disposed of on a temporary or permanent basis, except if expressly permitted by the publisher.
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